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Abstract 

Nowadays, as the increasing functionality and scales of embedded systems, system design grows 
more complex than before. So verification and simulation of systems become an important facet in 
hardware-software co-design issues. But it is almost impossible to simulate an embedded system without 
real hardware implementation or environment communication, especially for control-dominated reactive 
systems. Therefore, in this paper, we will introduce a GUI environment module generator for integrated 
Esterel\C++ simulation. By generating the GUI modeling environment, we can simulate and verify the 
whole embedded system conveniently. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Hardware-software co-design has brought lots of benefits 
in the development of embedded system design. With 
traditional embedded system design, system verification and 
simulation is done after the prototyping hardware is available. 
But with hardware-software co-design, it is more necessary 
to verify correct system functionality before the hardware is 
built, it is the reason why there are so many researchers try to 
develop environment for system simulation [2, 4, 5, and 6]. 
The goal of this work is to generate an automated GUI 
simulation environment from system abstract specification 
and simulate the whole system.  

Modern computerized systems can be divided into three 
categories: transformational systems, interactive systems and 
reactive systems. As it is impossible to generate simulation 
environment for all types of systems, we only focus on 
control-dominated reactive systems in this paper. Control-
dominated reactive systems are typically embedded systems 
continuously react to the environment. Generally, an 
embedded system can be viewed as three modules parts: 
hardware (HW), software (SW) and communication 
environment. For hardware part, we use a synchronous 
description language Esterel to implement the whole system 
specification. Esterel [1] is an imperative concurrent 
language which is developed for reactive systems. Its 
program execution progressed a cycle at a time, which 
provides programmer precise time control. For software part, 
we use high level programming language (e.g. C or C++), 
C\C++ can provide high usability power. Communication 
component is to transfer data information between hardware 

and software part. By using CEC (Columbia Esterel 
Compiler) [3], we can compile Esterel specification and 
generate APIs for simulation in C language. 

In this paper, we consider the case where system partition 
has already finished. In order to generate simulation GUI 
environment, besides Esterel main control module to control 
system processing, we also need another specification 
language (e.g. XML) to define GUI modules. In GUI 
component specifications, we define four signal types 
corresponding to Esterel specification. 

As we all known, GUI is more perceptible than text 
specification for human beings. So GUI brings more 
convenience. The GUI is implemented using Qt toolkit [7]. 
Qt is a cross-platform GUI programming applications 
developed by Trolltech, and it also provides a C++ class 
library. 

This paper is organized like as follows. In section 2, we 
introduce the XML system specification description in details. 
In section 3, we describe the method how to generate GUI 
simulation environment from system specification 
automatically. Then a simple elevator example follows in 
section 4. Finally, in section 5, we conclude our design works 
and suggest the future work. 

 

2. Specification Description 

Based on module descriptions in Esterel, we need another 
text specification to assist simulation of the whole system. In 
this specification, all signals’ graphical properties and 
relation with others should be described. In the simulation 
environment, four components (e.g. button, sensor, motor 
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and passive objects) will be generated automatically. 
Mapping to C\C++ codes, four classes will be generated 
dynamically. As mentioned before, we only focus on control-
dominated reactive systems, so it is almost enough using 
these four components to describe the module functions of an 
embedded system. The specification is also extensive to 
cover other more complex system in future. In an embedded 
system, the inputs are produced by sensors or operator 
commands. The outputs are commands to motors, valves, and 
so on. In order to simplify the final GUI generation, we 
propose passive objects, which can be controlled by motors 
and they also can activate sensors. 

Figure 1 shows the hierarchy of all components.  
 

EstObject

EstButton EstSensor EstMotor Passive Object

PushButton RadioButtonToolButton Mechanical Thermal
Electromagn

etic  
 
     (Figure 1: The Hierarchy of Component Objects) 
     
   From the hierarchy of component objects, it is powerful 
and extensive to describe a control-dominated reactive 
system. For the complex embedded system, our specification 
can be extended to cover new elements easily. 

The specifications of four components are described in 
details. 
 

2.1 Button Specification 

   The button specification, there is a button name tag 
(Name) which specifies the input signal name in Esterel. 
Moreover, it must be the same as the input signal name in 
Esterel. Using Qt signal/slot mechanism, when button 
component is activated by mouse, the signal (e.g. clicked()) 
will be emitted, and the slot connected with this signal will 
be executed at once. Usually, we define the slot to set input 
signals in Esterel.    
 

2.2 Sensor Specification 

The sensor specification only includes graphical. The 
graphical specification describes sensor components’ position, 
shape, color and sensor name which is the same as the one in 
Esterel, so that it can be generated dynamically by accessing 
its graphical specification. The relation with passive object 
will be described in passive object specification. The 
followings are the tags described in XML specification. 

Name: the sensor signal name in Esterel, which should be 
the same as the one in Esterel module. 

Shape: shape of sensor  
PosX: sensor’s horizontal coordinate  
PosY: sensor’s vertical coordinate  
Width: width of sensor  
Length: length of sensor  
Color: the initial color of sensor  

 

 

 

2.3 Motor Specification 

 Motor component is considered as a non-graphical object 
but is activated by output emitted from Esterel program and 
controls the movement of passive object. In the motor 
specification, there are three elements: MotorName, 
Activated_By_OutputName and Control_Psi_Speed. 

MotorName: the motor name 
Activated_By_OutputName: the output name emitted 

from Esterel program 
Control_Psi_Speed: the speed of passive object’s 

movement when passive object is activated by the motor. Its 
value is an integer   

 

2.4 Passive Object 

The passive object specification describes the graphical 
properties and the relation with sensors and motors. 

Activated_SensorName: the sensor name activated by 
passive object 

Activated_SensorPosX: the horizontal coordinate of 
sensor where it will activate the sensor 

Activated_SensorPosY: the vertical coordinate of sensor 
where to activate the sensor 

Color_When_Activated: sensor color when it is activated 
by passive object 

Controlled_By_MotorName: motor name which is output 
signal name in Esterel, it is to control passive object  

 

 
      

(Figure 2: The Relation between Components) 
 

In Figure 2, we show the relations among four components. 
In every cycle, Button and Sensor signals are mentioned as 
described in hardware part in Esterel. Motors are controlled 
by outputs emitted from hardware part, and it will also 
control passive object, then the sensors may be activated by 
passive object. By using this mechanism, system simulation 
can be performed well. 

 

3. Automated GUI Simulation Environment Generation  

Figure 3 depicts the architecture of simulation 
environment generator. Using XML specification, we 
generate four component classes and layout in GUI 
simulation generator. Hardware Esterel file is compiled to 
HW modules for simulation using CEC. And once button 
components are activated by user, a timer will be triggered 
using QTimer module mechanism. After the timer starts, the 
communication between Esterel main control modules and 
GUI is built. At every timer internal, say a “tick”, input 
reception from GUI and output production from Esterel are 
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done through simulation interface. After GUI simulation 
environment gets the outputs, the corresponding motors will 
be commanded. Based on the relations among components in 
Figure 2, simulation of the whole system can be performed. 

 

 
 

(Figure 3: Architecture of Simulation Environment) 

  

4. Case Study 

Our approach has been successfully tested in an elevator 
system. We will take elevator system with two floors as an 
example. In order to simplify the system, we just use two 
buttons here. One is to request motor car down, the other is 
to request motor car up. We can generate simulation APIs by 
compiling Esterel specification using CEC compiler. 
According to Esterel specification, specification of GUI 
components in XML is also translated into C\C++ modules. 
In XML specification, users should follow the patterns in 
every component type, and all signals should be described. 

 

 
 

(Figure 4: A Screenshot of GUI Simulation) 
 

In figure 4, it is a screenshot of generated GUI simulation 
environment. After generating the GUI modeling 
environment, the simulation of simple elevator system can be 
performed by clicking buttons and observing movement. 
 

5. Conclusion and Future Works 

This paper presents a GUI module generator for simulating 
an embedded system. Our contribution is, with system 
specification, most control-dominated reactive systems can 
be described using four categories, which is easy to use. 
Moreover, the specification can be extended in order to cover 

other complex systems. For the environment code generation, 
we can generate GUI module from system specifications 
automatically, and make graphical simulation of an 
embedded system possible. 

Our future work is as following. The first one is to make 
system specification more powerful and extensive. As the 
increasing complexity of modern embedded system, it is 
necessary to cover many types of systems. The second one is 
to make the graphical user interface more convenient and 
friendly.  
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